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The DeVelopment of Prikosition Usage in the Writ

English of Deaf Adolescents

Introduction .

Two things can be'said about previous work, on the prepositibn usage

of deaf children. First, it has concentrated primIrily .on the syrAak of

prepositiohal phrases. Second, it has general'y regarded the problem as

phe:of de tion.Ofirepositions in appropriate positions.' .This paper

will attelmpt to 'describe the developmentofjpe semantics of the

prepopition usage ;of deaf children and at the same time to account .for

some of the rea ns deaf

i gC
prepositional sy tem.

children have difficulty in using the English

. .
Charrow (1974), in the development of her test of "Deaf English,"

.

applied a primary.overriding-tuleto the fewprepositions she tested

for. In the scase,of 1.911,'" *," "to," and
, tl

"on"' she consistently

..items. She did present twodeleted them in theipreparation'of.ber
.

instances of redundancieswith.speCial verbs. Like all comprehension:

tests, the teat must have a finite dbmain of quebtOnst therefore,,she

was unable to test 'for awAde.rangeof prepositional usage. Taylor
- ,

, .

(1969).remarke4-that omissions were the largest 041e-category of

prepositional errors for younger deaf children (p. 74). Although Taylo

claimed that there was improvement over time, she was unable to estab-

lish the process statistically.' She did make two pertinent observa-

tions about the development of prebiosition usage. First, she remarked

that preposition gwth has a component of syntactic.. growth, but it is

also highly. dependent on vocabulary development. Seq6nd, s1 remarked
'

Paper presented,. at the, Third Annual Boeton'Unlversity Conference on
Language Developthent, Septeaiber 1978.
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on the confusioh that

part of a verb phrase.

phrasal verb, and Sroka

,,on distributional criter

curs with prepositions that could be used as

Bolinger (1971) describes this structure as the

(1973) categorized it as a preposition- adverb

ia. )

The' 46b-modifying adverb and the preposition are not mutually

exclusive categories. This potential iv overlap is, no doubt, one of

the bases for the difficulty that deaf children have With the

Prepositional system.

While the use of preposition-adverbs with certain verbs is an

interesting topic an'done that presents considerable difficulties for

deaf children, it will only be,mentioned briefly in this paper. The

main focus of this paper will 'be on the development of the semantics of

prepositions. This paper presents an analysis of, the sourc e of the

semantic errors deaf children make; and it presents a developmental
4

Sequence that describes the prepositions used in simple phrases as they

are first employed and as they are mastered.

If the English prepositional system had been in existence .2,509

years ago, its categorization would haveadded to the tortents of

;Sitjyphus and Tantalus. The semantic categorization of the English

preposition is complicated by the',fact that it has at leasi'three

(1) Simple., The meaning of the preposition is_ that of the

syntactic Anctions:

r

minimal relatiOnship that the preposition specifies. This

occurs in simple prepositional phrases.

There is a package for Mary.

$

(2) Compound. The meaning is extended by to use of the,

*
preposition in combination with a verb. This is what

Fe
Bolinger terms "phrasal verbs" and Sroka cdlls

.2
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"prepOsitiont-adverb." Goyaerts (1974) has categorized the

semantics of such constructions on six, dimensions and

points out the complexity of dealing with this type of
fr

construction.

I will go up the stairs.

(3) Transforthational. The meaning of the preposition is

extended by the muse of the preposition as a clausal

subordinator. The most obvious cases are the formation of

passives using BY-INSERTION and the FOR-INSERTION

subordination transformation.

John was bit by a rock.

This study deals primarily with the first category: the Uma of

prepositions in prepositional phrases. The problem of "compound"

meanings will be mentioned briefly, and transformational, uses will not

be dealt with. Quirk, Greenbaum, Zpech, and Svartvik (1972) and Talmy

(1972) provide additional discussion of these topics.

Method

The data for this study were collected from a secondary school for
lk -

the deaf in the eastern United States. The data were-oollected by

bringing all the students togethgr during their English classes to a

central location and showing them a videotape. On the videotape, a

rung woman, using Sign English with a voiceover) signed thii- she was

going to be a new student at the school and, was interested in knowing

_about the sChool. The students were then asked to write'a letter to the

:girl telling her about the school. In this fashion, a descriptive essay
0

was collected from all the student's:

The letters were typed verbatim onto computer storage. The stored '

letters_were then codad for grammatical features using a multiple-error,

3 sr,



code. This permitted later reanalysis of the corpus, as well as rapid

statistical analysis of the coded letters.

Findings

the sample, there. wine three types of preposition users that

could 'be described. PermutAtions could possibly produce five cate-
vir

7
gorieS, but three were clearly identifiable. First, there were those

4
students' who apparentl,..: no concept of the use 9 a preposition, for

they were still funct 1/ o ing with a topic -cOmment grammar in English.

t

For example, one student wrote: "(school name) are new student.

Student and visitor class." The student was trying to convey the notion

that there will be a new student in the school and that the new student

will came or has cane as a visitor to the'c

those students who had acquired the concept of -t

Second, there Were

of prepositions

in English but had not as yet developed a number of them; that is, they

tended to generalize a single preposition into multiple functions, some

Of Which were clearly inappropriate. Third, there were those students

who had acquired a family complete set of prepositions but were using

them In much the same fashion that a foreign, speaker would; that is,

they would overgeneralize the use of the preposition into a case where a/

special selectional restriction would make it inappropriate.,

Errorsinpreposition usage were rank ordered on two measures.

first measure was the'sarcentage. of prepositiot errors -per total
4

prepositions used by the writers. The second was on the basis of the

frequency that a particular preposition appeared in the corps. Ma?br

semantic distinctions between us s of the same preposition were

employed. Specifically, if a position could have a temporal,

locative manner, or fartitive meaning, various meanings were coded



separately.

preposition,

divided

For

but

on the

example, "in", as "in schoSlli was a high- frequency

"in", as "in a hurry," was

f

mean to produce

presented in Table 1.

BoLgh Error/High Frequency

(t)

(p)

(P)

.(p)

Low

for
apt

in
to

Error/High Frequency

with (r)

with (m)

for (m)

of (r)

from (p)

about (m)

14W

I

(t) temporal (e.g., in

not. Both rankin s were

four cells. The distribtution

Table.1

PrepositionNUsagd

(p)

one hour)

loca&re (e.g., in New pork)

(In) manner (e.g., in a hurry)
.

(r) "-partitive (e.g., the fader of John)

5

High Error/Low Frequency,

against
in

from
like_

to
of
on
on

(p)

(m)

(t)

(r)

(m)

(m)

(m).

(p)

41TC
Low Er or/Lo w Frequency

,4.

ter (d1.--

end (p)

instead of
for
Without
off
of
up to
beside,
on
by

around
during
at

like
as
in

(p)

(p)

(p)

(m)

(m)

(p) r.

(t)

(t)

(m)

(m)

(m)



Hi bError i h-Fre Pre os tion"

The greate,st problems for e childien in the sample were the use

of "for" to express aontinuous du ation, a confusion of "in" and "at",

for stationary ldefation, and finally, a confusion of "in"

"to" to express movement towafd a location

often deleted. It was not

and "at" with

,

"For" NO in- free variation th any other preposition, but was
A

established as a separate grammatical item /

within the sample. There is a tendency fori'deaf children (Taylor, 1969)

to use sentence-modifying adverbi-for a variety of functions; and re

4- g

was some confusion among these wrIters between sentence - modifying
.

. ,..---- 7 -.4

temporal adverbs Which have specific ly" endings and the use of a
!

preposition with a temporal noun to express a length off time. For

example, "weekly," "week," "fod a week would exist in free variation.

"In," "at," :.to" were in free variation d were used to express a

general notion of location in space wri4-.,11,the.verb-speciflIng motion.

About a third oethe time," "at" would be used for "in;" While "in" was .

f
used for "at" only a'tenth of the time' "To" was the most.st4b

"at" s a somewhat leas stable-form, and "in" was the most v riable
. -

farm,

iI possible to-' account for the apparently h degree of

the use of "in," "at," an&'"to" by

meanings of the prepositions. Hill 1968) lists 12 differehtmdthings

tvaria dering the possible

for "at," 354 and 96 for to ." Rich this volume can'be

reduceld by' first o ly consideng "elementairlevel" uses and by

eliminating tha a uses that are tied to a-verb. .The "intermediate" and

411.

"advanced" me ings for all of his pc tion classifications seem to
j0

involve eithe or two general princ plea. Either the more campl

6 t



meaning is a special case of a preposition used with a verb,.or it is

some sort qf metaphoric use of a more generalized meaning. Occasionally,

he presents preposition usages that are marginallIAlocativel that is, it

is difficult to say clearly- whether a elottiai'relationship is involved

or- some other kind of relationship.N-- %kluge will not be considered.

However, thi ill leaties five6meanings for "to," seven ifeanings for

"at," and six for ." These various meanings are presented in Table 2.
.

1

Table 2

Several Possible Meanings for Selected Prepositions

"TO" used in a locative sen e:

\411. "to" indicating.motion in the direction of and actually reaching a

'He went to the post office.,

2. "to".comb.inihg meanings of motion and purpose followed by a noun
without ah article.

France went to war witA.Germany three times in 75 years.

3* "to" meaning "toward" or "in the direction of."

Fran here, we will go to the nolth.

4. "to" meaning "as tar as or some distance.

It is a"lohg way tothe village.

5. "to" indicating directiOn without motion.

He stood with, his back to the fire.

ff.

"AT" usedcNn a locative sense:

1. "at" used go show relative pbsition in space indicating a point.

./

We'll meet at mylipuse.

9



2t "at" used with proper names places Which ar considered
transitory points.

0

Our train stopped at New Haven.

3. "at" meaning positioned in relation to. a three-dimensional object.

He wee standing at his desk.

4. "at" meaning positioned in relati
bisected.

There is someone at the front

face that is to be

5. "at" meaning participati9i in a function or activity.
. I

George is at school.

'6. "at" meaning a street middress.

I live at 4716'S. 29,41 Street.

I

7. -"at" indicating motion toward, often with an additional meaning of
opposition.

We ran at the dpOr.

"IN" used in a locati sense:

1. "in" used for a p1ame or position hnplying liitits.

, .3 \
We live in houses.

2. "in" meaning motion toward an interior.

sql are going in the house. 11

q . -

"in"lbefore the proper names of con inents, seametc.

John lived in America: ,

4.
PO .41 It used,bsforem co table no wrthOut an, article.

1 -N

John is in cilss. I
1.

e .

"in" used in oppositioq,,to "on" when items of furniture have
verticipl bounder s.

i
. ,

1

,

He sat it
.

chor. ole sat °alba chair. \--I/
,

....

in" used for position o 'a surface witho limits.

rThere As an island in the ddle ofAt lake.
,a.

10



It is possible to differentiate, within each,of the sets of

preposition meanings, all the various meanings with a sample set of

binary features. The featUres of +motion, +direction, +completion,

+distance, tposition, +relative, +dimension, +surface, +function,

+specific, +lindis, and +inter or can be used to differentiate 'Ill the 0...

I

%b
meanings within a singl pr ition. However,, when this relatively

simple system is applied three different Pkepositions, the source of

deaf children's problems-th thesq prepositions become clear.

Table 3

AO
. Contrastive Featgre Analysis for Selected Prepositions

. 4 -,...

ri

t+

C.)

E

41

N

.0E44

N

.E44

N

2
N V

2
0

2
4 m

04

...

I.

4

f4

1 4

M

zifri
0
ZH

f4

ZH

'0
ZH

4.

Z4.4

0 0

_

Motion
l.

X X X X ) '
-

.

Direction.

de-

X

..

X X
514

X 4.v..

11116.

Completion X \ X

.1,.,,: .

X X X

,
. .

_
..,

,

Dilstance X

\'777777-111..'.-

X X X X X X

)
Position X /

r

>ki

Relative
.

.--------___
0

X

Dimension
.

,.Surface

i
I

.
Le

X X

Fgnction

. .,'

.

-.

.

,

_
Specific

.

.X X

Limits /
/

.

, .

.

X X
t

X

Interiar
_ _._

. X .

. i .

.



Table 3 shows the various prepositions with numbers' assigned to

able 2. One would expect that if the' prepositions inreference them

question each a unique piece of semantic space and hence were

nonredundant, they wouldr.exhibit a con inuum Where all meanings of one

preposition would be together. This, however, is not the case for Table 3.

Clearly, "TO atone and of such a continuums and "AT 5" is at the

other end, but in between the distribution is quite scattered. This

simple system is incapable,of distinguishing certain meanings.

Specifically, it groups "TO 3" with "AT 7",and "IN' 3" with -111, 6."

Consider the sentences:

(1) We ran to the north.

(2) We ran, at the door. r .

Both sentences imply motion and direction. Motion is an optional
I

.

feature of "at," buaii-obligatory feature of "to." What. distinguishes

the two meanings is that an additional and unique specification of

opposition must be added to the meaning of "at." .Hence, a deafL4hild

intending to write Sentence 2 could apply, the rulesrfOr tence 1,and

roduce the meanings of "TOO" Which includes not only motion and
...

direction, but/ completion as well. so

\\,\ re combining of "IN 3" end "IN 6" may, or may not, be a undancy

oce s,etc., as surfaces without ltis then the failure of thein

in the earlier presentation. If onekdould defin

\ at,

eccontinents, seas"

category system is due to the incluSioh of a specia cape in.the

original specifications.
-, '

The interesting poirii out Table a is not the-lnconststencies or
\. % t 1

special cases, but the overal1l.pattern of meanings. Meanings for ohe q
i

.',

I

prepositioA come, ry clese to another.

10 12
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Sentences 3 to 8 illustrate the'shifting of meaning that occurs with

thcset of preposition's presented in Table 3.

(3) He ran to the store.

(4) He ran to the north'. "TO 3".

(5) He ran at the doOr. "AT..7"

(6) He stopped at-the door. "AT 2"

(7) He went to war. "TO 2".

.(8) He went in the house. "IN 2"
. ---

Since the major definable features for these prepositions are often

identical,. and the basis BOW selecting different :positions is based on
a

SMeileT encl.:Often subtle diStinctitinsc it is apparent why deaf children

. .

have woblems when they use these prepositions. %hat may have happened is

that during the analysis Of the sample, actual errors were missed.be'cause

the usage fit within the general sense that the coder had ,derived for the

context.

Another source of .confusion of these &rims may hetthe fact at in ,

manual communication, place relationshipd are signed strictly in tennis of

e actual physical relationships. For example, "The helicopter is over

the hill" would not be ambiguous in manual Communication. A skilled signer
6

o

would first locate the hll within his or her signfMg space, then he or sbe

would ;pcate the helicopter in relation to the position of the hill. If

the helicopter was AboVe .the would be signed as being above the

hill and stationary. If the helicopter was traversing the hill's crest,

the signer Would move.the, hand indicating the helicopter across the.area

originally designated as the hill. The relationship between the two

objects, Mill and helicopter, always would be explicit from the relative

positions of the signt.

11 13



High-Error/Low-Frequency Prepositions

The high -errar/low -frequency prepositions may be a phenomenon ofthe

topic of the_canposition. This group contains other semantic uses of "in"

and "to," as well as the temporal and locative meanings of other

prepositions. It is possible that in a larger sample or inra closer study

of individual writers, many of these,prepositions wouldlappearudthgreater

, frequency.

Again,..\.in" and "to" appear in the group of.peepositions, although

with different anings. "On" appears with both its temporal and locative

meanings. Befo e discussing the other prepositions in the group, it would

be useful first to discuss how "on" is related in Meaning to "in," l'at,"
fi

and "to" and second to discuss how temporal and locative }repositions are

related in English.

Dealing first with the. locative meanings of "on," we find that Hill

(1968) presents six meanings for them based on the criteria defined

earlier...

1. "on" meaning above and in contact with.

He was lying on the floor.

2. "on" indipating contact with a nonhorizontal surface.

The picture was on the wall.

3.'"' "on" indicating position in relation to aplace or thing.

John was on the other side. of the. road.

.4. "on." meaning covering an ollect.

The drape was on the chair.

5.: "on" meaning a generalized locale or place.

He was hit on the chin.

6.. "on" introducing the object of an action.

Rust has a bad effect on iron.

o.
12 °
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These six uses are hardly'comprehensives, but'` they do AGIwide some

basis for comparison: with "in," ."at;" and "to." T tot can lip mapped ',onto

.

\

syStem as in Tables 2 and 3 and odmpared to the meanings of 'the other:
. ( .

prepositions. "To" }as a. generalized meaning of +motion and +direction.

nip', a generalized. meaning of +position and V.imits. "At" contains the

feature +positio'. "On" has the primary features +position and ftelati4e. '

Irthese were ple only eanings for these prepositions, the probled would

not arise; *vex-, as has been shown previously and can be seen fiom the

meaning ;ton," these simple specificatio e inadequate. First, they0

dp not desCribe all the meanings of a single epositionrand second, they
. I

do not differentiate the apparently identica awnings of different

prepositions. With "at," the meaning system is extended toward the

meanings of "againSt." With "on," the meanIngaff "upon" and "above" are

/approached. What is needed in order.to account for the system of English
/

/ prepositional meanings is some kind .of field theory or system of Venn
c

diag-raMs.

So far we have dealt'only with the locative meanings of the preposi

tions, but that was based on+simple expedience. It would have been diffi-

cult to,account for all the different meanings at one time. A

Single prepositions can vary their meanings across seemingly broad

categories such as time, placei, or manner. While that is an entire topic
4

in itself, the 'Variation across time and place is..of'interest to us, foi

that is the basis for the difficulty that deaf children haVe with the

* .)prepositiona' system. Konig11974) remarks .on the relationship of temporal

and loceti4I meanings of prepositions.. He wishes to regard temporal
p

prepositions as ,ultimately a special 'case of locatives.. Unfortunately, he

limits himself to a discussion of twp prepositions thdt the sample did not

use: "by" and,"until."

F-
13
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The temporal mdanings,

4 I
restricted than the loCative

.t- P _

" ," "on," "to"Alare muck more

uses. A segileACe of "at," "on," "in"...can.be

devised for tempork,durations of increasing length. For example: He will

arrive at nine o'clock Tfiursday in June.- "Tie has a limited set of

temporal usages' and ma to be a subset of "until." "To" can be ignored

for that reason and, r the reason that it did not appear 4d. the corpup in
.

that use. The systematicity of'the temporal Meavings,would account for the

fact that "at" Was a low-errr usde, but would not account-for the fact

that "on" was a high-errok_asage.. Topic may have had a considerableeffect

on< the frequency of thipt 'prepositions; fo example, "in" did.motlappear as

a temporal preposition.

Errors .in the 4se of temporal prepositions by deaf children may have

two sources. First, they may be, due to the low frequency of uth e of .such

-expressions, but that has not been proven. Second, they may Be due to

f

interference from the locative system. If tHe.q ihild is confusing two

lexical items in their locative uses, this error...pattern may generalize to

°the!' meanings.

,Low-Error/Low-Fr Prepositiont
4_1

The low- error`/ low - frequency /prepositions seemed to be,highly ,

...AA.".
'idiosyncratic;'that is, they were used ,by only a single writer and

generally, the individual6 using them had a better command of the syntax.

This suggests' that at some fairly high minimal point of skill, syntax and

preposition us ge may be related. Anothdr-explanation is that those who

use the low-err low-frequency prepositions were as a group simply better

than the others across all language skills. Such a result would not be

inconsistent either with the earlier classification of ee types of

preposition users in the corpus ortWith Taylor's observations (1969) about

,
preposition usage in a younger sample.*Her main observation was that

14



for younger chil

tion for'this corp it t there

4

Were:regularly anitted. The generalize-
./

le -

waatCan Identifiable group that regularly

omitted prepositions, but once,geet that point,

more.seriout problem.'
)

Low-Error/Hi., -Fre

-

.,ow-error/high-f

enc 4Pre ositiOns

semantic confuilion was a

quency prepositions were those expressing manner

relationships. "Prom" is An Acception to this trend. A consideratiol of

. the possibletIteanings o "from" suggests that:its possible uses are .highly
2

neraliiietcross other meaningi. One wildrestricted and not likely to

eXpect that errors in its us would tend to'be

precisely what .appeared in tt corpue "With" and "for" ai,prepofitions of

4

aiissions:, This is,44''"

. ;

manner may be,airli stable because they have cleargeanual signs *ode

. meaning is the same as "e' English prepositions. This is opposed to

preposition' like "over" Which can have nine distinct

1969); all of .which woul be signe4'differently.
t

0

Redundadt, Prepositions

So fdr We havedealt with onlyvt4mpla prepositionalphrases

generally. ignore& verb-and preposition-adverb

meanings (Bennet,

and

- . .

usages. In soo doing, we have
.

counted fOr all the cases of 'semantic confusion, between

.1

11. adnost of the,cases of preposition deletion.

are a low-frequency but

prepositions, as

Redundant prepositi ns

regular feature of the writing of deaf children.-
. /

4
this corpus, they seemed to be'fairly sysiemitic in/their syntactic

to Fermi a description of afunctiOn, although they-were too infrequent

semantic pattern for the errors.

Redundant prepositipns seemed to be overgeneralizations of the use of

compound. verbs or vrh particles (Bolinger, 1971)1tince they invariably

appeared after a verb and seldom as a dual marke# for a prepositional

15



phrase uithin'a sentence.

redundant prepositions:

visit

play

like (transitive) tsd with "to" and "at"

'-,
a, .

.

The following verbs regularly appeared with
. .: ,/s.

(transitive) used with "at;" "to,"

ansitive) used wf111 4'with"

4'

or "in"

study (transitive) used with "in"

teach (transitive) used with "of"

(transIttve) usa-Orith "with"

22 or go back (intransiti\7e) used with "to"

The ruleLremed to,. be thattransitive verbs' that could become

intransitive by the addition of a preposition-adverb particle were

overgeneralized

Thisis an

Taylor's remarks

as a verb + partkcie verb into a transitive usage.

interesting observation when considered in conjunction with

(1969, p.
I' IP

78) that in the early'stages'of English_
I.

t

development, the verb contains the,fUnctionalelements for the preposition.

The most frequently deleted prepositions bot the younger deaf child are

thoie that are structurally required but semantically redundant.

t..

Apparently with increased development4nd the generation of the syntactic) i.11P

rule for the use of prepositions, the'rule becomes overgeneralized
.
to the

....

. point of
400"

redundancy. Since many active verb '!signs in American Sign

Language-( SL) con tain a relational compo nent, there is also the

possibility that

alternating verb

1.

a child, stwuitaneouslY. developing

and,preposition1610,:

n VevelopmentA Possible Memel for pre eiti

- , *
,

The three gro0 of'' preposition users de

basis for a model of preposition` development

16

10

both ASL.and English is

cribed might provide the

a

ildren., The first



A

e for such a ;model is the use'of verbs which contain a semanjic feature

that

makes the prepositio semantically redundant but structurally

necessary. This is the nd of child that Taylor .(1969) describei in her

survey of deaf writers from grades three through.-nine. A deaf adolescent

,

.

may exhibit this kind of written h for one of two reasons. Either

thschild-istsill at the same stage of development in his or her English

grammar or. he or she is avergeneralizing rules from ASL. Since the basic

syntaic (topic -cc went grammar) may or'maY not be present, it makes.

assigning adolescents to this stage difficult. The _options 'for the, syntax

of a child at this stage are either a low level of English syntax which is

also the 6ild's functioning language or a "translation" of English using

ASL syntax. The problem for toe_ teacher or curriculum writer is that one

problem would call for a language deVelopment approach, while the other

would call to:404 foreign language teaching approach.

Oesecond stage is the acquisition of the function of the preposition.

Apparently,).the first breposItionp tobe acquired are the locatives: "at,"

"in," "on," "to," "from," and the ,mahner or partitive prepositions:

"with," "about," "for." Although the child at this level has acquired the

syntactic le of using prepositions; he or she has still not developed all

'the semantic:features for the system nor a full set of prepositions.

Simple proximity between words, as well as verbal meanings, are still used,

to carry some relationships.' The child exhibits some redundancy in the use
4

of prepositions after verbs..-.

The thirdit'agi is the use-of a somewhat expanded prepositional system

but with increased use of redundant prepositions. In this case, some

fdi yncratirprepositions may appear as the resOlt of specia1.4xperiences.

such as training prO4rams. This .is accanpanied by increased sentence

17
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length. A.few specifications have been added to olk locatives, but

system is still in fr4(variation Borjomb meanings.

The fourth stage is the elimination. of the redundant.pr4position;\

except for a few outstanding cases, e.g., "look like" for "look."' There is

an increase in theitotal number of prepositions and a stabilization of

locati4e meanings. The:overall impression is. that it was not written by a

"native speaker," for there are some special usages that are incorrect and

an absence of some more "rhetorical", usages.

a.

#

mi

10

18.

4

20

r
r

4
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